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Liberty Forrest is an award-winning author, an editor, 
and a contributor on Huffington Post and Thrive 
Global. She is also a columnist in various online 
magazines, and her articles have appeared in nearly 
100 publications around the world. 

Liberty has written more than a dozen books, several 
of which are non-fiction on healing and personal 
development topics, and she has also created The 
Montgomery Chronicles, a four-part paranormal 
thriller / family saga series. She is the owner of First 
Line Fiction, currently her main focus of supporting 
fiction writers and publishing anthologies with a 
unique twist! 
www.firstlinefiction.org 
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Liberty Forrest

Fiction Fun: 
Tips on Charact er Development

Last month, I wrote about choosing your story and 
genre. It might seem silly to have to mention those 

as starting points in writing a novel (or even a short 
story) but you’d be surprised at how many people just 
sit down and start writing in a rambling, unfocused 
manner. That’s fine for journaling, but it won’t cut it if 
you want to create a compelling story.

Once you’ve decided on the story you want to tell and 
the genre you’ll use to do it, it’s time to get clear on 
your characters and on making them compelling. They 
are essential to the success of your novel, as they’ll 
bring it to life like nothing else.

Think about them like the actors in a film. If the sets 
are beautiful, and the story is good, but the characters 
are flat, boring, and uninspiring, you'll hate the film. 
You won't be thinking, "It was still a good story!" You'll 
just be thinking how painful it was to watch it because 
you didn't care about the characters or what happened 
to them. And if you don't care about the characters 
in that film or what happened to them, that means 
you won't care about the story. You can see just how 
important it is to create characters that are compelling 
and that ignite the readers' imagination and emotions.

Creating CharaCters
There are certain aspects of your characters that you 
must have in place in order for them to deliver your 
story in the best way possible: 

• The reader needs to be able to relate to them.

• The reader wants to feel invested in them and whether 
or not they can overcome their obstacles, or if they'll 
get what they deserve.
• Characters need to be consistent; their actions have 
to make sense with who they are.

• They need to be believable.

It's easier to do this than you might think. One of the 
best ways is to think about people you know in real 
life, or your favourite characters from beloved books 
or films. Or you can concoct them from stereotypes, 
or even just from people-watching on a park bench or 
in a coffee shop. Look at them, how they're dressed, 
what they're doing, and try to imagine what their lives 
and homes are like, or what they're like as people or 
friends or bosses or neighbours.

If someone is carrying a large handbag or a briefcase, 
or even a shopping bag, contemplate what could be 
inside. What do these items say about the people 
carrying them? What kind of quirks, fears, businesses, 
hobbies etc. might they have? Shopping addiction? 
White collar crime? Hypochondriac carrying tons of 
medicines and supplements? 

Maybe there’s a handgun in that knapsack covered 
with peace signs? The possibilities are endless!
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All Characters Need A Purpose
Every single character in your story needs to be there 
for a reason. Extraneous characters can stay home and 
wait to be called for another book audition. All of the 
characters in your story must be essential in moving 
it along in some way. They will add to the colour and 
flavour of the story; they will introduce and expand on 
motivations (theirs or others), they will create conflict 
or they'll be connectors...in some way, each one needs 
to have a purpose, even if it's just a minor role. It has to 
make sense. This will help your story to be believable 
and well-rounded.

Characters Need Back Stories
It is essential to write a back story for each of your 
characters. This is a significant part of creating your 
story because this is where character issues and 
motivations begin. What happened or is happening in 
their lives to make them do the things they do? You've 
got to understand your characters fully in order for 
your readers to understand the story. The more details 
you give to your characters, the more personality 
they'll have, and the better able your readers will be 
to relate to them. 

It's a good idea to make sure you write down the details 
of each character. This will help you to maintain 
consistency. For example, you don't want to mention 
different hair colours or different ages or anything else 
that is inconsistent; your readers will pick up on those 
errors and it will detract from the story and the quality 
of your writing.

Keep a file on character biographies with such details 
as:

• age

• height and weight

• hair and eye colour

• race

• gender and sexual orientation

• personal background (family, upbringing etc.)

• quirks or habits

• place of birth/where did they come from

• clothing style

• particular words or phrases they use

• defining features - scars, tattoos etc.

• issues/"baggage" 

• relationship status

• purpose in the story

• make/model/year of vehicle (if you mention it - or 
other specific details, make note of them in your file)

• anything else that is relevant to them and might be 
mentioned in the story

As you write biographies for your characters and 
create meaning and purpose for them, you will begin 
to see how they might either support one another 
or cause friction and intrigue. You will start seeing 
ideas for how to develop the challenges in your story.  
Let your imagination run free and see where it takes 
you!  ▪

http://www.firstlinefiction.org
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LIZ BETZ

For years and years; possibly ten, one of 
my stand-by writing activities was the 

collecting of resources. One project was to 
fill a whole scribbler with titles that caught 
my attention. I had five binders (big fat two-
inchers!) of printed pages from online sources 
and the writer books, filled three bookshelves 
all by themselves. Another bookcase housed 
the non-fiction resource book overflow.

Being firm with myself helped me recognize 
that the cornucopia of so many choices had 
not served my writing. In truth, I had written 
many stories without using my resource 
collection, and yet I still I believed that I might 
find it useful, someday. 

The ‘someday’ eventually loomed and I began 
looking through the collection for inspiration. 
These things had interested me enough that 
I’d saved them. I knew it wouldn’t be quick to 
know if there was information that I wanted 
to write about. (My name for this process 
is ‘reverse research’ where my reading stirs 
the generation of stories.) But as I sorted, I 
eventually understood my collection was 
a hoard of sorts and more a burden than an 
inspiration. There was a procrastination 
aspect to being ‘overwhelmed’ with choices 
involved.

The answer? Cull it. And so, I did, with pauses, 
where I would write from the ‘good stuff.’ The 
binders eventually were culled to one, then 
none. Admittedly this wasn’t always easy 
but I felt freer as each potential project was 
lifted from my world. Very many of my books 
have been released; perhaps they will inspire 
another creative soul. The scribbler with all 
the titles is now a document on my computer 
with 45 titles that are now 43 because one title 
inspired a story and I used one for this essay 
(there are as many ideas for story as stars in 
a galaxy). 

It took several months every winter and at least 
three cold seasons passed before I brought this 
collection under control. Now I say that I used 
to be a hoarder of ideas but my fantasy proved 
to be far-fetched that I would ever open one of 
my resource books and have a story pour out. 
Writing takes work and everyone’s process is 

unique. 

Mine is based on trust that I will be inspired 
and no collection is really necessary.   ▪

Hit Me with a Galaxy --
My personal revelation to culling and 

sorting my creative ideas
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Quotes & Quotes & 
SnippetsSnippets

Question: What is your favourite book?
What a fun question! I read a lot, I read 100 books a year and I like a lot of authors. I'm 
drawn to those authors of whom I've enjoyed other works in the past. You can never go 
wrong with someone like an Alice Monroe, or a Gillian Flynn, or a Dennis Lehane. Of 
course I also can lose myself in a good Stephen King or a Lee Child book, and if you've 
never read someone like Cody McFadyen, that could give you something to look into; a 
really underrated writer that not everyone has heard about. Getting through the works of 
those authors will give you a very good start.
- Goodreads

Nicholas Sparks

Sparks wrote one of his best-known stories, The Notebook, 
over a period of six months at age 28. It was published in 1996 
and he followed with the novels Message in a Bottle (1998), A 
Walk to Remember (1999), The Rescue (2000), A Bend in the 
Road (2001), Nights in Rodanthe (2002), The Guardian (2003), 
The Wedding (2003), True Believer (2005) and its sequel, At 
First Sight (2005), Dear John (2006), The Choice (2007), The 
Lucky One (2008), The Last Song (2009), Safe Haven (2010), 
The Best of Me (2011), The Longest Ride (2013), See Me (2015), 
Two by Two (2016) and Every Breath (2018) as well as the 2004 
non-fiction memoir Three Weeks With My Brother, co-written 
with his brother Micah. His twenty-first novel, The Return, 
will be published on September 29, 2020.
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IntervIew  
wIth Steven Salpeter,  

lIterary agent

ALLISON GORNER

After finally finishing your book, you are ready to 
release your masterpiece to the world – preferably 

to high acclaim. Getting published can be a tricky 
business, so, what’s the next step? Do you self-publish 
or go the traditional route? How do you create that 
perfect query letter and land an agent? How do you 
get your book noticed by the right people? I sat down 
with Steven Salpeter, a literary agent at Curtis Brown 
Ltd. out of New York City, and discussed some of these 
questions with him.

Steven, in his own words:

Traditional Publishing over Self-Publishing

A lot of entrepreneurial people are drawn to self-
publishing because they are excited to do more of 
the labour and get a higher percentage of the income. 
While a segment of self-publishing reaches readers, 
those markets are between 40-60% of people you are 
missing out on if you self-publish. Maybe you are 
making a higher margin per book, but you are reaching 
a smaller audience.
As an author, particularly if you plan to publish more 
than one book, you might want to develop a publishing 
system where you get to focus primarily on your writing 
as much as possible. Going the traditional publishing 
route means that you have experts in every part of the 
publishing process on your team. There’s a division of 
labour – there’s only so many hours in every day!

There’s promotional muscle that some of the major 
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houses can bring to the table. The publicists at the 
major houses shoot for the largest outlets, the largest 
venues; they also shoot for in-house promotions at the 
major bookstores around the world. Authors don’t call 
individual bookstores to set up events. They don’t have 
to research ad promotions to help sell a book.

The best publishers do their jobs well and they make 
up for the discrepancies in royalties in volume of sales. 
I think most writers would prefer to be read as widely 
as possible.

Canadians In the American Market

Canadian publishing can be very regional, but most 
Canadian authors are hoping to get as wide an audience 
as possible. To do that, the largest market for Canadian 
writing is often in the US.

Having an agent who works for an agency based in 
New York City with really strong connections to the 
largest publishers in the world can be an advantage. 
We pay equal attention to major Canadian presses 
and have done deals where we advocate to split the 
rights between major Canadian houses and American 
imprints. We have more access to some of the valuable 
subsidiary rights and major book fairs that are based 
here.

Curtis Brown even has a book to film department based 
here in the New York office and has been doing that 
extremely successfully for decades. Some Canadian 
authors might prefer to have access to the larger budget 
connections that come with American film companies 
who are producing more in Canada today than ever.

Writer’s Groups

I want to encourage writers to get involved with other 
writers, no matter what stage in the publishing process 
they’re on. My most successful clients have critique 
partners, beta readers, and people who they share their 
journey with and get feedback from.

There are wonderful communities out there to support 
writers in their efforts. Try to meet people who might 
be interested in reading what you are writing and get 
in the trenches with you. You have to have people who 

are in your corner from the beginning.

It’s lovely to see a group of authors who came up in 
the same area or from same groups online sort of all 
finding success in their own way – a rising tide carries 
all ships.

Preparing Query Letters

While it can be scary to show your first query letter to 
agents, I recommend writers start with work-shopping 
their query letters as if it were a manuscript. Find 
people who haven’t read the book to read your query 
letter and tell you what they think the book is about 
from there. Asking people who have no idea what 
you’ve written to repeat [the plot] back to you is a good 
way to learn if your query is accurately representing 
your book.

You have to think about what book have you actually 
written? What are the conflicts in the book and what’s 
at stake for your characters? What’s happening in the 
small town, big city, or world of your book? And make 
sure you are communicating that in the most selling 
way as possible. It is always impressive if there is a 
strong hook and if you can get into the story through 
character and their point of view.
Another great resource out there writers can study is 
successful query letters. If you look online you can 
find one by my client Gia Cribbs, who wrote a YA 
psychological thriller, “The Disappearance of Sloane 
Sullivan.” I go through line by line why that’s an 
excellent query letter.

https://www.writersdigest.com/successful-queries/
successful-query-letter-examples-gia-cribbs

The “Slush Pile”

I am looking for any reason to say yes to get the sample 
material. Any reason at all.

I think the idea of “slush” and these types of words is 
cruel. It’s unfair to writers and disrespectful to the work 
they put in, alone in the dark sometimes - six months, 
a year, ten years - toiling to do this creative thing. To 
say that it should be [an agent’s] job to belittle that or 
ignore it is a problem in the industry and probably one 
of the reasons why people are afraid of a lot of agents. 
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There’s this idea that agents aren’t looking for the next 
great project to work on - I am!

We have a great obligation to carve out time to 
find untold stories and to find writers looking for 
representation. So, I always open up my query inbox 
with a lot of excitement and think this could be the 
thing. This could be the author who I talk to for the 
next forty years. That’s something! Let me come on 
the adventure with you.

What Is Steven Looking For?

I would be excited to see more Canadian authors. I’m 
fascinated to learn about people from backgrounds 
different from my own, whether we’re talking about 
different gender IDs, sexuality, nationality, race, 
ethnicity, or more subtle differences, including where 
authors live regionally. I love to champion lesser-heard 
voices and help people see themselves in books. Unless 
we are looking for people in different generations and 
different backgrounds, we’re not really going to have 
a publishing industry that reflects the world we live in.

I love a fresh take on classic themes. I love to feel 
like the writer is going to take me on a journey. I love 
stories about love, power struggles, intense passion, or 
things I grapple with like why we are here and death. 
I certainly have a soft spot for high concept topics that 
deal with philosophical questions.

I love a coming of age, whether we are talking about 
an adult second coming of age, discovering who they 
really are later in life or learning tough lessons, or a teen 
book. I’d be really excited to see a more contemporary 
fiction that’s either light hearted or fast paced.

I’d love to see more fantasy, particularly contemporary 
set fantasy set in locations that don’t typically get 
that attention. Magical realism. Definitely anything 
that gets me outside of New York would be lovely. I 
certainly spend enough time here.

Ultimately I love good stories well told, and I love 
a book with a surprising plot and a lot of heart. I’m 
easily won over. If you’re in doubt, query me!  ▪

To Query Steven Salpeter

Steven accepts submissions online through:

Agent website:  
https://www.literaryagents.io/steven-salpeter/

Agency website:  
http://www.curtisbrown.com/agents/literary-agent-
steven-salpeter/

Or by mail:

Steven Salpeter 
Curtis Brown, Ltd. 
Ten Astor Place, 
New York, NY 10003

Follow Steven on Twitter: https://twitter.com/stisal

About Steven Salpeter

Steven is a passionate advocate for authors. He 
represents literary award winners, best-selling authors, 
and many respected estate clients. He is a graduate 
of the University of Florida where he founded the 
Palmetto Prize for Fiction, enabling young writers 
to “become immortal with their first story”. He lives 
in New York City, loves to drink tea, and is actively 
seeking new clients. Steven enjoys sharing his 
publishing knowledge with writers of all calibres. He 
says, “If you write, you’re a writer!”

A Few Fun Questions With Steven Salpeter

Q: After the apocalypse, what job would you 
have?  
A: I’d gather as many books as I can find and just 
be a bookseller.
Q: If you were in a movie, what animal sidekick 
would you have?  
A: Iago, from Aladdin. I would want an animal 
smarter than me.
Q: Are unicorns or sloths better?  
A: Definitely unicorns. Unicorns are cuter.

https://www.literaryagents.io/steven-salpeter/ 
http://www.curtisbrown.com/agents/literary-agent-steven-salpeter/ 
http://www.curtisbrown.com/agents/literary-agent-steven-salpeter/ 
https://twitter.com/stisal
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Beginning
I travel down, far down that 

even the light may never find 
me. I take a pickaxe to stone 
and hit time and time again 
until rock breaks to reveal 

gems. I hit until a light pokes 
through, so far down where 

light does not exist but simply 
is. The light is a being this far 
down, no longer defined by the 
universe. Soon the light ignites 

to make fire. A fire so hot it 
burns through rock and gems. 
A fire so bright it could have 
been created by the divine. 

This fire roars like it has the 
face of a lion but like the light, 

it is nonexistent. The fire is, 
it is a being unto itself. I hold 
my hand out to the fire as it 

beckons me. I cup my fingers 
and drink the heavenly fire. 

Soon I as well no longer exist, I 
am only but a thought, a beam 
of light cast from above. I do 
not breathe anymore, for I am 

everywhere and nowhere at the 
same moment.

-Gabi Lubon

14 Opal Writers' Magazine
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Is your work area distracting you from writing or is it 
a place where you can truly focus and concentrate? 

The answer to this question could mean the difference 
between reaching your writing goals – or not. Take 
some time to consider these possible distractions 
that can be found in a home office and some ideas to 
implement a solution. 

1. Location: Where your home office is placed – 
such as near the kitchen or by an entrance – can have 
an effect on your productivity. If you are tempted 
to take frequent breaks to go and get snacks in the 
kitchen or are interrupted by comings and goings 
through door, then see if you can find a better, more 
conducive spot to move your work area to. Having a 
location where you are not distracted and instead can 
fully concentrate will help you focus on your project 
and get more writing done. 

2. Light and Temperature: Is your home office 
too light-filled or maybe does not have enough natural 
light? The amount of light in your work space can affect 
your concentration when writing and working. If you 
find that it is too dark, then your thoughts will be on 
that. If you do find that you need more light, some 
suggestions are to add a floor or table lamp or possibly 
having a skylight or a Solatube installed. On the other 
hand, if too much natural light is flooding your space, 
then install blinds or curtains so that you can control 
and have a choice as to how much light filters through. 
Also consider the temperature of where you work. If it 

is too cold or hot, it will also keep you from writing 
as you will continually be either putting on an extra 
sweater or vest or taking off a layer. Try to see if some 
solutions such as in-floor heating or selecting a better 
insulated or ventilated space for writing could be the 
answer.

3. Noise: The noise levels in and around your home 
office can have an impact on when you work and the 
amount of work you accomplish. Whether you thrive 
in a quieter or more noise-filled (from sources such 
as music, the phone ringing, people talking in the 
background, vehicles or construction) environment, be 
aware of what is best for you. Then, take the necessary 
steps to create the sound atmosphere that is perfect for 
you. 

4. Things to Do: Having many tasks, deadlines, 
and things to do – whether for writing or other areas 
in life – can leave you feeling weighed down, keep 
you from completing assignments, and make you feel 
stressed. To lessen distractions from things to do, 
some things to try include: making a list and writing 
down ideas as they come to help your mind relax and 
unload or taking the time to assess and identify what 
your goals are and what is truly important to you. You 
can review your commitments and take action on the 
items you can do, keeping in mind your preference to 
have many projects on the go or just one or two at a 
time in order to keep things manageable. 

The Writer’s 
Home Office: 
Is Your Work Area 
Dist ract ing You?BARBORI GARNET
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5. Social Media and Technology: Constantly checking social media and technological devices 
for the latest updates can be tiring, stressful, and distracting. Some ways to mitigate this are to begin your day 
or work time with writing, stay logged out of social media accounts, or even temporarily disconnect from the 
internet. You may find that by taking these steps to remove the distraction or disruption of social media from 
your home office, the quality of your writing may improve.

Start with assessing the above potential distractions in your home office and then see if there are any other 
distractions which may be unique to your work space. By identifying and then reducing or eliminating these, 
you will enjoy a more focused and productive writing time while in your home office.   ▪

Looking for an engaging Writers Group? 

Writers Time 
on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/groups/writerstime
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REMEMBRANCE OF 

THINGS IMPERFECT

the Earth

BORIS GLIKMAN

Image Credit: REMEMBRANCE OF THINGS IMPERFECT 
(Third Pebble from the Sun Variation on the 

Main Theme)" Alicia Pacheco AKA Kuro

BORIS GLIKMAN is a writer, poet and philosopher from Melbourne, 
Australia. His stories, poems and non-fiction articles have been 
published in various online and print publications, as well as being 
featured on national radio and other radio programs. 

Wither Away

It is the start of a pleasant summer 
afternoon.

I am running down the stairs, 
quickly and excitedly, 

with my neighbours following me.
We all want to see the Earth. 

It has just landed in the backyard.

There it is, 
lying in the 

pile of top-grade manure 
my mum bought  

at a garden supplies shop. 

The world’s population 
is jostling around it, 

all trying to get a piece  
for themselves.

I fight and weave my way 
through the crowd 
until I am standing 

right in front of 
the fragile, blue-tinged orb,

its allure undiminished 
by the splotches of muck 

on its surface. 
I can see my home town,  

so peer closely,  
trying to spot myself too. 

There I am! 
Looking closely  

at the globe 
that has just landed  

in my backyard.

I give myself a good wave 
and observe myself 
waving back at me.

I remember well 
the warm feelings of affection 

for this sphere,  
and the unbearable sensation of loss  

as I watched it wither away.
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